
Winterizing Backflow Assembly Summary

1.  Turn off water supply to backflow assembly / sprinkler system.

2.  Open the test cocks on the body of the assembly.  One on the inlet shutoff valve and three on the main
body for double check (DC) and reduced pressure assemblies (RP) two on the pressure vacuum breaker
(PVB).  Your test cocks will look something like this:

3.  On the DC / PVB models remove the covers (remember no place for the water to drain out).  If the
water didn’t drain out of the assembly by opening the test cocks, soak the water out with a rag or
something.  Put it back together.

On the RP models when the test cocks are opened most of the water will drain out but I would recommend
removing the cover(s) and making sure the water is out especially on the relief valve as there are areas
that the water can’t be drained by opening the test cocks or blown out if you choose to do that.  Relief
valve covers will bow slightly if the water is not drained so they spray out the side when you go to turn it on
in the spring.  It can also cause plastic components to break on some models.  Put it all back together.

4. Turn inlet and outlet shutoff valve (ball valves) handle to a 45 degree angle.  Water is trapped on the
side of the ball inside the valve and it cannot be blown out or drained.  Leaving it part way open allows a
place for the water to expand to when it starts to freeze and lessen the chances of it freezing and
breaking the brass.

5.  Some people recommend leaving the test cocks part way open as well.  Keep in mind that every
quarter turn is opening and closing the test cock.  So you want to leave the screw between that small
space.  If the screw slot is going across the test cock it is closed.  If the screw slot is inline with the test
cock it is open.  Just make sure it is in between those points.

This is the best that can be done short of taking the entire assembly out and storing in your home for the
winter.

A Word About Blowing Your System Out Through the Backflow Assembly
If you choose to blow out your system it doesn’t blow out all the water in all areas of the assembly.  It can
break components either because of extreme pressure used to blow it out or by completely breaking a
component that may have been compromised during normal operation during the season.

Bottom line is if you choose to blow out your system using the backflow assembly I would still recommend
removing all the covers from the assembly and making sure all the water is out and making sure the ball
valve handles were turned to 45 degrees.


